A simple proof of Berger's estimate of the curvature tensor components in terms of the pinching is given and the result is extended to nonorthonormal arguments of the curvature tensor.
(A -ô) -P_: is the pinching of M.
Berger's result [l] , [2] (orginally for 5 2:0, but this is not needed as Tsagas [4] Proof of (3) and (4) . We use the curvature tensor identities (1), (2) . If u, v, w, x are orthonormal then (3) applies to the four terms on the right of (6); together with (v±x)2 = (u±x)2 = 2 we have (4) .
To formulate the extensions of (3) and (4) Theorem.
The following generalization of (3) and (4) We apply (7) to the four terms on the right of (6) (with u', x' instead of u, x) and since wl.u', v, x' all the K-cos-terms vanish. Hence (8) follows using iv+x')2 + iv-x')2 + iu'+x')2 + iu'-x')2 = &. In (9) we can assume uA.v, xl.w (replace u, x by u', x'). Put y = u-x(w; x), z = v -xiv; x), a = uiv; x)-viu; x). Note aljx and yiv; x)-u(w; x) = a -x(m; x)iv; x). Then Observe |a|2 = («; x)2+(i'; x)2g|x|2 = l and-from the spherical cosine formula for the triangle u, x, v-| sin(w, x) -sin(t), x) -sin Zuxv\2 = 1 -| a|2.
Then (9) follows again from |^4-sina| -|-|5-cosa| ^iA2-\-B2)112.
